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Descartes OzLinkTM

Integrating and Automating Order Management Processes across Multiple Functions

From e-commerce, warehousing, shipping and more, automating business processes across disparate 

applications is a prime challenge for many businesses. As companies expand, the applications that support 

the order management process are often disconnected, leading to duplicate data entry, limited visibility, 

added costs in labor and errors that can impact customer satisfaction.  

Descartes OzLink™ is an advanced integration solution that connects business applications including 

Intuit QuickBooks®, NetSuite, UPS WorldShip®, SAP, Oracle and a suite of other endpoints. The solution 

complements existing core business systems, and seamlessly moves data and automates tasks. By minimizing 

the information gap between applications, businesses are better able to maximize efficiency, reduce errors 

and improve customer service. 

The range of endpoints and extensions available with Descartes OzLink is the primary differentiator of the 

solution. From e-commerce, warehousing to shipping and more, our extensive library of endpoints enables 

businesses to connect with an almost limitless number of applications. The solution can flexibly connect 

technology that runs in the cloud, operates on premise or within a hosted environment.

Descartes OzLink™: How it Works

Many Descartes OzLink™ solutions include a choice of extensions and endpoints that can be refined and optimized to 
best to mirror business requirements. Companies can also download self-serve or ‘off-the-shelf’, pre-packaged solutions 
or leverage advanced custom integrations as needs expand. Extensions vary in number depending on the function 
selected, and are tailored to help businesses maximize the utility from the product. Please contact us to learn more. 
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Descartes OzLink offers solutions automate tasks in the 

following areas: 

e-Commerce: Descartes OzLink for E-commerce 

seamlessly integrates orders from e-commerce 

applications into the order fulfillment process.  

With better connectivity, online and multichannel 

businesses can:

• Achieve a higher level of customer service  

reduce errors 

• Realize improved insight and visibility with real-time 

order updates and tracking

• Lower costs by automating order entry and order 

screening processes

• Minimize manual tasks and reduce error-prone data 

entry procedures

• Automate order review rules to focus on higher risk 

orders prior to release to the warehouse

• Select the optimal Distribution Center (DC) or 

warehouse location based on destination and 

inventory availability

• Synchronize inventory visibility across multiple 

e-commerce channels

• Perform batch address validation and flag ambiguous 

addresses to reduce the potential undeliverable items

Warehouse: Descartes OzLink for Warehouse 

streamlines warehouse and inventory operations.  With 

better automation, logistics-oriented businesses can:

• Increase fulfillment accuracy and control costs with 

options for mobile picking and barcode scanning

• Support sales growth with minimal or no additional 

warehouse labor costs 

• Gain better inventory control and visibility

• Manage omnichannel fulfillment with multiple 

picking models including batch picking, multi-order 

picking and tote-based picking

• Gain real-time visibility into operations on the 

warehouse floor 

• Benefit from mobile-based purchase order receiving, 

picking, packing and cycle count processes

Shipping: Descartes OzLink for Shipping provides 

advanced automation tools to optimize shipping 

departments. By integrating shipping with ERP and 

e-commerce systems, companies can:

• Streamline shipping with support for UPS, USPS, FedEx, 

OnTrac, Purolator, Canada Post and more

• Increase throughput and accuracy while reducing costs

• Update ERP and e-commerce applications in real-time 

with tracking numbers and shipping costs

• Automate carrier and service selection with  

business rules

• Generate branded, graphically rich e-mail notifications 

to customers with order and tracking details

• Capture Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN) information 

at ship time and automatically generate ASNs and 

UCC-128 labels

• Optimize delivery of perishable goods with real-time 

integration with destination weather

• Automate the production of a VICS® BOLs for freight 

and less-than-truckload (LTL) shipments

• Perform batch shipping with combo pack slip and 

shipping labels

OzLink Solutions

           OzLink provides us with  the three 

keys to running a successful distribution 

operation: increased quality assurance, 

greater speed and efficiency in shipping 

orders and tremendous follow-up.

- Charlie DeSio, Director of Operations, Rock Bottom Golf


